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HEAVY BOMBERS OVER THE BALTIC COAST

A force of four-engined bombers attacked objectives in North-

West Germany and along the Baltic coast last night.

It was a stormy night. Over the North Sea there were low

clouds with heavy rain and hail. Icing and electrical storms

made the journey yet more difficult. The pilot of a Lancaster

described how, inside the cloud, blue rings formed round the air

screws, and blue flames flashed off the wings and fuselage,
"The trailing aerial was a blue thread behind us," he said.

An experienced navigator of a Halifax described the flight

as the bumpiest he had ever had, "We were bounced about and

almost blinded for a few minutes by the electric flashes," he said.

Our wireless operator had to wind in his trailing aerial, and ho

got a shock as he did so. Things went on like that until we

had almost reached our target, the submarine building yards at

Flensburg. There the clouds thinned and the moon lighted the

coast-line for us. We could easily see our way."

Many of the bombers came below cloud-base end attacked from

only a few hundred feet. Crews were confident that their bombs

burst across the submarine building yards. After a heavy explosion
in the yards, clouds of black smoke came up. Many of the aircraft

flew back almost at roof-height. Gunners shot up searchlights
and gun-posts from as low as 50 feet.

Other aircraft, attacking objectives further east along the

Baltic coast, bombed from under a thousand feet. The crow of a

Lancaster had a very narrow escape when they were flying at nine

hundred feet and were just reaching their target. A heavy shell

burst near, and the whole aircraft shook. The roar turret was

left useless. When they arrived at base they found that there was

a hole a foot wide near the port inner engine and shell fragments

had gone between the bombs and the floor. It left a hole big

enough to crawl through.


